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and proceeding inductively, we see that
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q3m+ 1 < 2m(2m +

ii (1+4(2 +1)(2
1)(2m -1) 1)).

q3. +I .<c24r(m + 3/2), where c2 is determined by the infinite product.
To prove the theorems, we find to any given B the integer m such that
q3m - 2 < B < q3m + . Thus,
c14m - 'r(m - 1 + 3/2) . B < c24mr(m + 3/2),
and
G(B/c2) < m < G(B/cl) + 1.
Since G(x) grows like (log x)/log log x, we conclude that m = G(B) + 0(1), whence
Theorem 1 follows at once from Proposition 1.
so
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1. Statement of the Theorem.-Let w, V/ be positive functions of a real variable,
such that #(t) = w(t)/t. We assume that 4& is decreasing _ 1, and w is increasing,
not necessarily strictly. Let a be a real irrational number. We let X = Xa, be
the function such that X(B) is the number of solutions in integers q, p for the inequalities
O _ qa -p < +(q)
and
1 < q < B,
(1)
for B -a co. We sometimes abbreviate qa - p by R(qa). Let

(B)

rB

=

Vt'(t)dt.
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In reference 3, I determined X asymptotically when a is a quadratic irrationality
and w is constant, or strictly increasing satisfying some other growth condition.
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Schmidt7 has shown how to remove the additional condition on co, and he obtains an
error term bounded by a constant times
c(t)/ dt
t

which is always o (V(B)) when w is increasing to infinity. On the other hand,
Adams' has obtained X asymptotically when a = e with X = 1, and shown that
in this case, X(B) is asymptotic to a constant times [(log B)/(log log B)]/2* This
shows that, contrary to what happens for almost all numbers,6 there may be an
exceptional behavior for constant w, and special numbers a. We shall prove, however, that as soon as X is increasing sufficiently fast, then one recovers the expected
asymptotic behavior of X.
Let g be a positive function, assumed to be increasing. We shall say that a is of
type g if for all sufficiently large integers B, there exists a solution in relatively prime
integers q, p of the inequalities
0<

qa-pl <1/q

and

B/g(B) . q < B.

THEOREM. Let a be an irrational real number of type g. Assume that X is increasing to infinity, and that w(t) 11g(t)/t is decreasing for all t sufficiently large. Then

X(B)

=

4!(B) +0 (j

(t)t g(t

dt).

Remark: If h is a function decreasing to 0, then the integral from 1 to B of
w(t)h(t)/t is always o('(B)), so that the error term given in the theorem gives the
asymptotic result X- when g(t) . Wc(t)'1/2h(t). Examples of this will now be given.
2. Applications.-To apply the theorem, one makes use of the type of a, which
is known in a number of cases.
Example 1: Assume that g is constant. This is equivalent to saying that there
- pj > c/q for all sufficiently large q. Then we can take g
exists c > 0 such that
constant, and co to be any increasing function to infinity. This special case was
also obtained by Cassels.
Example 2: Assume that a satisfies the finiteness condition for the inequality
0 < |qa - p < 1/ql+e for every E > 0. Then we can take g(t) = t' and the error
term is o(I) if w(t) . t" for some X > 0. This applies to algebraic numbers by the
Thue-Siegel-Roth theorem.
Example 3: More generally, let { pn/qn } be the sequence of principal convergents
to a, and let f be some increasing function such that for all n sufficiently large,

jqa

1

<

jqna p.1
-

<

1

qn+l
qnf(qn) =
Then qn+, < qAJ(qn). Given B we find n such that q, < B _ qn+l. We can take
g = f by using the relation
B/f(B) < B/f(MW) _ qn < B.
Conversely, under a growth condition for g, it can be shown that qa - p > c/qg(q)
for q, p relatively prime and some constant c.
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As a concrete example, let a = e. From Adams' paper, one sees that g can be
taken g(t) = c(log t)/(log log t) for some constant c, and X < g/h. In view of
Adams' result, this is a best possible lower bound on c.
Example 4: Suppose, for instance, that f(qn) = (log q.) 1±. Then we can take
g(t) = (log t)l+E. By Khintchine's convergence theorem, this holds for almost all
numbers.
We see that the theorem essentially reduces the problem of asymptotic approximation to the study of the inequality
0 < qa - p < l/qf(q),

where f is some increasing function. When f is close to 1, or grows very slowly,
this is the range where the difficulties occur.
3. Proof of the Theorem.-In reference 7, Schmidt uses a multiplicative recursion.
We shall use here an additive one.
LEMMA. Let B, q be positive integers, satisfying the inequalities
0<

Iqa -pI

< l/q

1 < q _ B/cw(B)/

and

and assume q, p relatively prime. Then

X)(B)

- X(B - q)

= fm,(t)dt + 0,

where foj _ ci (and cl is an absolute constant).
Proof: (Cf. Behnke2 and Ostrowski.5) We note that X(B) -X(B -q) is the
number of integers n satisfying

O<R(na) <+t(n)
A trivial computation shows that 0 <

and

B-q<n < B.

4,(B - q) -AV(B)

(2)

_ 1/q, whence

A(B) . AP(n) . 4,(B - q) . At(B) +-.
q

Thus, bounds for X(B) - X(B - q) can be determined by replacing /'(n) in (2) by
iI(B) and 6k(B) + 1/q. Since n ranges over q consecutive integers, and since
0 < a - p/q < 1/q2, the number of solutions is equal to qVI(B) + 0(1), and qi(B)
differs from the desired integral by a bounded term, thereby proving the lemma.
For B sufficiently large, select q such that
B

- q<

B

0 < 2a-pI < l1/q.
Since w(t)11'g(t)/t is decreasing, we get, using the left inequality for q,
SB

and

1g(B)
Co(t) '12g(t) dt
dt>qw(B)
.

>1

By the lemma, it follows that
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q) = JBq ip(t) dt +

fB

OB,qBq

)

t)gt) dt,
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with OBqj < cl. Repeating our argument with B - q instead of B, and taking the
sum inductively, we find that

() g(t) dt + 0(1),
+ j B wt)
t
tel
<
cl. This proves our theorem.
with
The same method can be used to estimate various sums. Here we limit ourselves
to one example, with a of type g such that g(t)/t is decreasing, namely, the sum

X(B)

=

I(B)

SN =

(R(na)

-

Taking N/g(N) _ q < N and qa - p < 1/q with q, p relatively prime, we estimate
and conclude inductively that
SN -

SNq1d

I SNI

=

(

(t)dt)

This generalizes results of references 2 and 5, and trivializes the proof.
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Previous papers'- have reported that antigenic substances can be demonstrated
on the erythrocytes of certain species hybrids and backeross hybrids of Columbidae
that are not detected on the cells of the parental species. These are given the
term "hybrid substances" and are presumably the result of the interaction of genes.
The term genic interaction implies that such an interaction took place in the chain
of reactions between the respective causative genes and the end products, the cellular
antigens, and does not imply a change in the genes themselves.

